


Meet your 
Photographer 



SHORCUT, CLICK HERE

BACKGROUND AND CREDENTIALS 

Marc Stickler is a marine and wildlife biologist, based out of Salzburg, Austria, where he and his 
family reside. His research focus was placed on lemon sharks in the Bahamas and Mountain 
Gorillas in Uganda. Having lived in the Okavango Delta for one year while conducting his thesis 
on the social behavior of Chacma Baboons, Marc has become a true native to the environment 
in Botswana. His passion for photography was born.

THE WORK 

Similar to „a picture says more than a thousand words“, 5 years of professional photography 
experience, do not even come close to describing the incredible work Marc has conducted in 
this short period of time. Top tier global companies, aerial photography from helicopters, luxury 
lodges and hotels or private island photography in Seychelles cover only a short spectrum Marc 
has to offer. Marc has established as one of the worlds leading wildlife and underwater 
photographer but also has gained credibility as an international wedding photographer. His 
diversity in photography is unmatched which have equipped him with the competencies to 
represent Leica as a global ambassador as well as being supported by Seacam, Mares, and Eizo.

PASSION 

Marc seeks for more than just photography, his mission is to utilize cameras as a tool for 
conservation while being able to express the earth´s most astonishing places above and 
underwater. „What you love you will protect“, conservation and sustainability are key 
components in his work. Marc creates environmental awareness through writing blogs, hosting 
exhibitions, showing presence in magazines and providing his images to a broad audience. 
Active engagements in school projects in Africa, supporting the rainforest with calendar sales 
and public multimedia talks bring a hands-on mentality to his work.

https://www.marcstickler.at/more/about/


„Every journey begins with a single step“



Getting ready











The Ceremony











The Party











The Wedding Shoot

















Bride „because it matters package“

12 Hours 
getting ready, ceremony, shoot, party 

450 Pictures 
in sRGB, 300dpi, ideal for print 

Quality is key 
6-8 weeks adjustments, sometimes quicker 

Individual visual concept 
perfectly adapted to your satisfaction

because equipment does matter, right?

Equipment used: exclusively mid format 

and high end cameras from:



Groom „because I want, what my wife says“ package

10 Hours 
getting ready, ceremony, shoot, family 

400 Pictures 
in sRGB, 300dpi, ideal for print 

Quality is key 
6-8 weeks adjustments, sometimes quicker 

Individual visual concept 
perfectly adapted to your satisfaction 

because equipment does matter, right?

Equipment used: exclusively mid format 

and high end cameras from:



Package for both

8 Hours 
ceremony, shoot, family 

350 Pictures 
in sRGB, 300dpi, ideal for print 

Quality is key 
4-6 weeks adjustments, sometimes quicker 

Individual visual concept 
perfectly adapted to your satisfaction 

because equipment does matter, right?

Equipment used: exclusively mid format 

and high end cameras from:



The Essence package

4 Hours 
ceremony, shoot 

200 Pictures 
in sRGB, 300dpi, ideal for print 

Quality is key 
4 weeks adjustments, sometimes quicker 

Individual visual concept 
perfectly adapted to your satisfaction 

because equipment does matter, right?

Equipment used: exclusively mid format 

and high end cameras from:



I am available

Wedding Box 



Phone: +43 664 5417 525 
Email: wedding@marcstickler.at 

Questions? Please send them to:



For future husbands, always remember:

HAPPY WIFE, HAPPY LIFE

www.marcstickler.at

http://www.marcstickler.at

